Stealth is the Sfiligoi pendant that brings the concept of aquarium lightings at a new level, where innovation, technology
and design reach the perfection. Its light expresses a new balance between power and light itself, and, refering to all the
other pendants that are already present in the market, allows to reach a wonderful result, of high supremacy.
The extraordinary characteristic of this pendant, depends on its ability to optimise the t5 tubes' lighting functions, in order
to obtain wonderful results and unique emotions, especially thanks to the hqi version.
It is not easy to describe the feelings that this pendant can ensure you!
We wish you to try them!
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T5’s and HQI

HIGH PERFORMANCES REFLECTORS AND PERFECT UNIFOMITY

Stealth is the only pendant
available for aquariums, that
has both 8 T5 tubes and 2
HQI Metal Halides, 70w,
150w,250w.
The combination of T5 tubes
and HQI, ensures the highest performances in terms of
lighting, which are absolutely without comparisons.

Each T5 tube has its own
reflector, all
made in
aluminium, especially studied
in order to optimise all the
power of the fluorescent T5 tubes' light.
A very innovative point is the “reflector for the HQI”, that
has been studied by our own experts: thanks to the
perfect balance beyond its shape and its dimensions, it is
possible to obtain the maximum power in light.

“COOLING-SYSTEM”

SIMPLE MAINTENANCE

Stealth's
extraordinary
performances are enhanced
in the version provided with
Cooling System.
These
models
have
adjustable speed fans, that
change refering to the
internal temperature.
This special characteristic allows a great enviromental
comfort to be recreated inside the tank: in fact the
temperature of each tube is kept constant, and its
emission of colour's temperature is always the same for all
its life long. In the Cooling System is included the
tempered protective glass, that protects the tubes and
the reflectors from the water, and let them be always
brilliant, as in origin.

Maintenance is simplified
with the new Stealth pendant
design: the power source is
easily accessible, as all the
other wirings.
The tubes are accessible
by simply sliding the protective glass out of the way.

HANGING ON and ON THE AQUARIUM
Stealth can be easily hung
from the ceiling or other
proper mounting areas, both
vertically and horizontally,

or added at the aquarium
using the special brackets.

STRONG AND LIGHTWEIGHT
Stealth is realized in
extruded aluminium, to
grant
the
maximum
strength.
Also all the other parts of
the pendant are made in
aluminium in order to have
a strong and lightweight
pendant.

WITH MOON LEDS (on request)
On the models with only the
T5 tubes, it is possible to add,
in the middle of the pendant,
a row of blue leds, that will
recreate the moon phases in
the aquarium.

ITS AESTHETIC WILL LEAVEYOU BREATHLESS!
Its shape soft and elegant,
the extremely slim profile
and the technical aesthetic
properties, let Stealth be a pendant by wonderful and
exiting design.

ELECTRONIC LOCAL POWER SOURCE
Stealth was built around a local electronic power source,
completely Made in Europe, that is used to heat the tubes
gradually when switching them on, in order to allow the
tubes to last longer.

Model

Dimension

Power

Mini STEALTH 4 X 24/39/54 /80W

61/91/121/151 x 26 x 7,5 cm

4 X 24/39/54 /80W

MiniSTEALTH 6 X 24/39/54 /80W

61/91/121/151 x 26 x 7,5 cm

4 X 24/39/54 /80W

STEALTH 8 X 39/54/80 W

91/121/151x 50 x 7,5 cm

8x39/54/80 W

STEALTH 12 X 39/54/80 W

91/121/151 x 50 x 7,5 cm

12x39/54/80 W

STEALTH 8 X 39 W + 2 x 70/150 W

91 x 50 x 7,5cm

8x39W+2x70/150W

STEALTH 8 X 54 W + 2 x 150/250 W

121 x 50 x 7,5cm

8x54W+2x150/250W

STEALTH 8 X 80 W + 3 x 150/250 W

151 x 50 x 7,5cm

8x80W+3x150/250W
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